
THE EIGHT STEPS OF CAMPING PROGRESSION
GETTING YOUR GIRL SCOUTS OUTDOORS!





THE EIGHT STEPS OF CAMPING PROGRESSION

 Look Out: Share past experiences in the outdoors.

 Meet Out: Step outside to look, listen, feel, and smell.

 Move Out: Plan and take a short walk outside.

 Explore Out: Plan and take a short hike.

 Cook Out: Plan and cook a simple meal outdoors.

 Sleep Out: Plan and enjoy an overnight trip in a cabin or backyard.

 Camp Out: Plan and take a 1-2 night camping trip.

 Adventure Out: Plan and take an outdoor trip for several days.



SOME NOTES ABOUT THE CAMPING PROGRESSION

 You don’t necessarily need to start at step one

 Learn your troop’s maturity and experience level and meet them where they are.

 Establish your goals as a troop: are your Girl Scouts outdoorsy kids who want to work their way up to a multi-night 

backpacking trip, or are they more than happy to settle for the occasional hike or Badge Day?

 They progression steps can be used with a wide range of ages and Girl Scout levels

 The Girl Scouts Camping Progression Steps are guidelines, not rules- they are for your use, you should never feel 

bound to them. Make the steps work for you.

 Steps do not need to be accomplished in a linear order- as you will see over the next few slides, multiple steps 

can be accomplished together in a single meeting or trip.



BREAKING DOWN THE GIRL SCOUTS CAMPING 

PROGRESSION
ALL ABOUT THE EIGHT PROGRESSION STEPS!



MEET OUT!

 Meet Out centers around preparing Girl Scouts for and building an interest in future outdoor activities.

 It might look something like this:

 Stepping outside to look, listen, feel, and smell

 Stepping outside to look, listen, feel, and smell

 Exploring their senses in the outdoors

 Learn more about what they’ve discovered

 While this step can be explored at any age, it is 

often most helpful for Daisies and Brownies.



MEET OUT! FOR PARENTS AND TROOP LEADERS

 There are a variety of ways Troop Leaders and Parents can support their girls through this step of the Progression:

 Take your troop to a local park

 Enjoy a jaunt on a hiking trail

 Discuss your Girl Scouts’ interests in the outdoors

 Use Meet Out as an opportunity to learn more about your Girl Scouts and their unique interests in the outdoors.

 Make future plans to explore their areas of interest together

 Explore local parks, camps, and events that cater to these unique areas of interest

 Share your own experiences with the outdoors in order to set a good example and inspire your girls to embrace their new adventure 

together.



MEET OUT! WITH GIRL SCOUTS IN THE HEART OF PA

 Girl Scouts in the Heart of Pennsylvania offers several options for troops exploring the Meet Out progression step.

 Suggestions for Camps/Council Activities:

 Explore options for Day Camps, Family Camps, and one-day GSHPA events your Girl Scouts can attend

 Explore short, enjoyable Badge Days and other GSHPA events that can give your Girl Scouts an introduction to spending time outdoors. 

A few good examples are the following:

 Outdoor Art Badge Days

 Discover Outdoors Indoors

 Outdoor Badge Days catered to Daisies and Brownies



MOVE OUT!

 Move Out involves enjoying short outdoor excursions with your Girl Scouts while preparing them for longer trips and 

experiences in the future.

 This preparation might look something like this:

 Discussing basic first aid and how to dress appropriately for the weather

 Prepare for a short outdoor adventure by enjoying activities such as learning 

about outdoor safety through games and group discussions

 Plan and take a short walk outside

 This step can be used for any age group! It would be especially 

useful for Brownies, Juniors, and new troops at any level.



MOVE OUT! FOR PARENTS AND TROOP LEADERS

 There are multiple ways Troop Leaders and Parents can help their Girl Scouts Move Out!

 You can…

 Plan an indoor camping trip or overnight experience

 Train for and enjoy a longer hike with your troop

 Begin to explore the Leave No Trace principles with your Girl Scouts!

 Move Out is an excellent step for beginning to plan a short trip with your Troop. Take stock of your troops’ interests and 

begin to prepare for either a day-long outdoor trip or an overnight stay in a cabin.



MOVE OUT! WITH GIRL SCOUTS IN THE HEART OF PA

 Girl Scouts in the Heart of Pennsylvania offers several options for troops exploring the Move Out progression step.

 Suggestions for Camps/Council Activities:

 Attend a longer, more challenging Badge Day

 Attend an overnight Family Camp

 Attend a Troop Adventure Day

 Troop Adventure Days involve low ropes, outdoor art, archery, etc.

 TAD’s make for an excellent “sampling” of outdoor activities.



EXPLORE OUT!

 Explore Out involves enjoying more advanced outdoor activities with your Girl Scouts, such as a long hike, without while 

completing the final stages of preparing for a full-day outdoor adventure.

 Explore Out can look something like this:

 Plan, train for, and enjoy a beginner level hike

 Visit a state park or local hiking trail

 Discuss how to and complete preparations for a full-day outdoor excursion

 This step can be used for Girl Scouts at any level, but may be especially useful for Juniors, Cadettes, and troops with Girl 

Scouts who would like to begin getting outdoor and overnight trip experience.



EXPLORE OUT! FOR PARENTS AND TROOP LEADERS

 Explore Out gives your troop the opportunity to really start appreciating and immersing themselves in the outdoors. 

Here are a few ways to help them explore this diverse and exciting progression step:

 Prepare a day pack for a long hike or outdoor trip

 Learn and practice advanced outdoor first aid skills

 Learn some basic survival skills together!

 During this Progression Step, you and your Girl Scouts may also want to consider preparing for your first overnight trip as 

a troop (if you haven’t completed one already). When doing this, you should consider the following:

 Whether or not your Girl Scouts have ever spent a night away from home before

 The maturity level of your troop as a whole

 The kind of overnight you would like to run: will you spend the night in a troop leader’s backyard, or head to camp for a cabin or yurt 

camping trip?



EXPLORE OUT! WITH GIRL SCOUTS IN THE HEART OF PA

 Girl Scouts in the Heart of Pennsylvania runs a variety of programs that are perfectly suited to the Explore Out 

Progression Step.

 Suggestions for Camps/Council Activities:

 Attend a Troop Adventure Day or Camp

 Volunteer with your Girl Scout troop to help out with an outdoor program

 Master a variety of new skills by embarking on a Journey



COOK OUT!

 Cook Out helps prepare Girl Scouts for a lifetime of outdoor adventure by giving them the tools they need to cook safely 

(and deliciously!) while camping or backpacking.

 Cook Out can be explored through a variety of fun activities:

 Plan and cook a simple meal outdoors

 Prepare a menu for a weekend of camping in the outdoors

 Explore a variety of outdoor cooking styles

 Learn about outdoor cooking safety, including sanitation

 This step can be helpful at virtually any level, and is one of the easiest to pair with a variety of other activities, Progression 

Steps, and events.



COOK OUT! FOR PARENTS AND TROOP LEADERS

 Cook Out allows your Troop to develop the skills they need to successfully navigate extended outdoor trips where they 

will be required to cook and prepare their own meals.

 Your Girl Scouts can master outdoor cooking through the following activities:

 Budget for meals

 Take your troop grocery shopping together to prepare for an outdoor meal

 Take a kitchen safety course with your troop

 Research and practice new outdoor cooking styles such as…

 Campfire cooking

 Foil Cooking

 Dutch Oven Cooking



COOK OUT! WITH GIRL SCOUTS IN THE HEART OF PA

 Girl Scouts can master outdoor cooking while attending some of the following outdoor events and activities.

 Suggestions for Camps/Council Activities:

 Attend an Outdoor Cooking-related event

 Spend a night mastering outdoor cooking while camping on one of our gorgeous GSHPA properties

 Attend a Troop Adventure Camp



SLEEP OUT

 During the Sleep Out progression step, Girl Scouts will develop the confidence to plan their own outdoor trip and 

develop the basic skills required for camping.

 During Sleep Out, Girl Scouts will develop their leadership skills and get more comfortable spending nights away from 

home by participating in some of the following activities:

 Plan and carry out an overnight in a cabin or backyard

 Learn how to use and care for camping equipment

 Discuss campsite organization and Leave No Trace camping

 Plan an itinerary of fun outdoor activities

 Sleep Out can be combined with a variety of other Step Progressions and Activities, and is best suited for Cadettes and 

Seniors.



SLEEP OUT! FOR PARENTS AND TROOP LEADERS

 Sleep Out is a fantastic Progression Step for helping older girls develop leadership and survival skills while enjoying 

overnight adventures in the outdoors!

 You and your Girl Scouts can explore Sleep Out in some of the following ways:

 Take your troop on an overnight yurt, A-frame, or cabin camping trip at a Girl Scout property

 Give your Girl Scouts full control over planning and preparing for their own overnight outdoor trip

 Explore advanced outdoor and survival skills with your troop

 Master basic camping skills such outdoor cooking, fire building, and setting up a tent



SLEEP OUT! WITH GIRL SCOUTS IN THE HEART OF PA

 During the Sleep Out Progression Step, Girl Scouts have more freedom to explore the overnight activities and outdoor 

adventures they are most interested in. 

 Suggestions for Camps/Council Activities:

 Attend a full Overnight Camp

 Volunteer with your Troop to help out at a Troop Adventure 

Camp

 Attend a Badge Day or workshop focused on survival and 

camping skills such as…

 Outdoor cooking

 Shelter building and survival

 Outdoor leadership 



CAMP OUT!

 During the Camp Out Step, Girl Scouts will progress from one-night cabin camping to planning and embarking upon an 

overnight tent camping trip.

 By the time Girl Scouts complete the Camp Out Progression Step, they will be able to…

 Plan and take a multi-night camping trip

 Practice campsite set-up

 Master your Leave No Trace skills and move on to teaching younger Girl Scouts

 This step is most often used for older Girl Scout levels such as older Cadettes, Seniors, and Ambassadors.



CAMP OUT! FOR PARENTS AND TROOP LEADERS

 During the Camp Out Progression Step, Girl Scouts will be able to build their outdoor skills and self-reliance. By the time 

they’ve completed this Progression Step, they will have the confidence and skills to prepare for and complete a multi-night 

tent camping trip. 

 There are a variety of ways Troop Leaders can support their Girl Scouts in completing the Camp Out step.

 Take your troop tent-camping at a GSHPA property

 Allow your troop to research and plan their own weekend camping trip

 Give your troop full responsibility for prepping and cooking their own camp meals



CAMP OUT! WITH GIRL SCOUTS IN THE HEART OF PA

 Girl Scouts in the Heart of Pennsylvania offers several options for troops exploring the Camp Out progression step.  At 

this point, Girl Scouts are able to take on a much greater degree of responsibility for their activities, and can step into a

variety of leadership roles.

 Girl Scouts can enjoy some of the following GSHPA activities while completing the Camp Out step.

 Gain outdoor leadership experience in the CIT program

 Become a full GSHPA Outdoor Volunteer and help out a variety of Outdoor Activities.

 Attend a Badge Day or workshop focused on survival and camping skills such as…

 Outdoor cooking

 Shelter building and survival

 Outdoor leadership 



ADVENTURE OUT!

 Adventure Out is the final step of the Camping and Outdoor Progression, and the point at which Girl Scouts will begin 

to feel like masters of the outdoors. It is also the point at which they can begin taking on responsibility of teaching others 

about enjoying and caring for nature.

 By the time Girl Scouts have completed the Adventure Out progression step, they will be able to:

 Plan and take a challenging outdoor trip for several days

 Practice and memorize all seven Leave No Trace principles

 Teach and inspire others about the outdoors

 This step is best for older, self-directed Girl Scouts such as seniors and ambassadors.



ADVENTURE OUT! FOR PARENTS AND TROOP LEADERS

 By the time Girl Scouts have reached the Adventure Out progression step, they will confident and capable of fully taking 

charge of their own outdoor experience.

 You can support their growth and leadership abilities by encouraging them to engage in some of the following 

opportunities:

 Allow your troop to budget, schedule, and make their own 

arrangements for camping

 Participate in an environmental service project (such as 

GSHPA’s Tree Promise)

 Take your troop on a 100% Leave No Trace camping trip



ADVENTURE OUT! WITH GIRL SCOUTS IN THE HEART OF PA

 During the Adventure Out Progression Step, Girl Scouts can take advantage of GSHPA programming to explore a variety 

of outdoor leadership opportunities.

 Girl Scouts can enjoy some of the following GSHPA activities while completing the Adventure Out step.

 Gain outdoor leadership experience in the CIT II program

 Complete a Highest Award project

 Become a Junior Camp Counselor

 Become a Camp Counselor (18+, Ambassadors and Adult Girl Scouts Only)



THANK YOU FOR COMING!


